The article is an attempt at applying the concept of counterfactuality, typically employed with reference to narrative forms, to the analysis of visual culture, particularly to theatre photography. The material for case studies is provided by the works of Polish photographers who redefine the function of this form of photography. Typically, photography is seen by theatre historians as the prime form of theatre documentation, and therefore treated as subservient to the needs of theatre studies as an academic discipline. Contrary to that, the photographic projects analysed in the present paper (particularly those of Ryszard Kornecki and Magda Hueckel), although made in theatre during performances, have been produced and distributed as autonomous art forms which neither represent nor document theatre productions. In the analysis of these projects, I employ Margaret Olin's concept of "performative index", which describes the relationship between the image and the viewer as a dynamic creation of meaning. With reference to this theoretical framework, I argue that counterfactuality of theatre photography is a strategy of turning this medium into an autonomous form of art.
1
Nowicki's description is indicative of a serious difficulty in achieving correspondence between a performance and its photographic representation. As he stresses in the above-quoted passage, photography differs from theatre with respect to its relationship with time. Photography freezes a moment of the temporal flow. Theatre, on the contrary, is extended in time until the end of the performance, when the curtain falls in the literal or metaphorical sense. As long as a play remains in the repertory, it may reappear in front of a different audience.
Photography might seem to counteract the ephemerality and changeability of theatre by registering a given moment from a performance. Nowicki comments on the imperfection of repetition in theatre:
A theatre performance is based on duration; a photograph is given instantaneously in its entirety. Theatrical repetition is never full; a photography is created so as to endlessly and faithfully reflect events and objects. 2 
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Hence, a photograph as a repetition should be identical to the moment it represents, which is virtually impossible in theatre, where an iteration is never perfect.
It is not Nowicki who introduced the division between arts experienced in time and those experienced "instantaneously" in their entirety. This typology echoes Michael Fried's seminal and often criticized essay "Art and Objecthood", published in Artforum in 1967. Fried, trying to grasp the essence of minimalist-or, as he calls it, "literalist"-art, seeks recourse to the notions of theatre and theatricality. He opposes theatre to painting and sculpture, both of which generate temporal experiences although they themselves do not have a durational character. As Fried writes:
The literalist preoccupation with time-more precisely, with the duration of the experience-is, I suggest, paradigmatically theatrical, as though theater confronts the beholder, and thereby isolates him, with the endlessness not just of objecthood but of time; or as though the sense which, at bottom, theater addresses is a sense of temporality, of time both passing and to come, simultaneously approaching and receding, as if apprehended in an infinite perspective... 3 Therefore, according to Fried, the fundamental difference between theatre and fine arts lies in the way they are experienced. The same difference can be identified between a theatre performance and its photographic record.
Nowicki's observations, which refer to Fried's article, provide a ground for suggesting that theatre photography has a counterfactual character. However, it needs to be noted that counterfactuality has been typically connected with narrative but not with visuality or photography. Counterfactuality primarily refers to creative fiction that verifies the actual state of knowledge about something. Such a verification, however, does not have to be carried out by means of a narrative.
COUNTERFACTUALITY
An attempt at describing counterfactual practices in theatre photography requires introducing a few fundamental notions and, particularly, defining the relationship between theatre photography and counterfactuality. First, I should draw a link between counterfactuality and visual representation. As already mentioned, counterfactuality is typically associated with narrativity, which photography lacks. Counterfactuality is a critical examination of that which is commonly accepted as "true", "actual", and "documented". It is a revision of a narrative, based on a speculative gesture. As Małgorzata Sugiera argues with reference to Isabelle Stengers's studies, this gesture does not separate truth from falsity but, rather, makes it possible to simultaneously develop multidirectional lines of reasoning.
As a result, it does not undermine facts but, rather, the assumptions and methodologies prevalent in a given discipline. The relationship between the actual and that which is possibly true or false is conditional. It is not by accident that the phrase "what if " has recently appeared in titles of several publications on counterfactuality, which suggests that their aim is to put existing knowledge into question. Common phraseology connects photography with the verb "to look at", which suggests a passive perception of a stable image. A fable or a narrative might appear as a result of active reception on the part of the viewer only when an image is "read"-another verb sometimes used with reference to photography. 5 Reading photography is an active process which yields fictionality and narrativity, but their appearance can be proven only in a meticu- stage production. However, in the academic and artistic context, the popular belief seems to be that it (Fig. 1) . He also shows the performance from the sides and from above ( Fig. 2 . Photograph from the performance "Odprawa posłów greckich", dir. Michał Zadara, fot. Ryszard Kornecki, 2007 Kornecki was also responsible for a photoshoot during which he produced pictures used on the poster and in the performance programme. These photographs feature the actors in their roles but in a setting markedly different from the one on stage, because the photoshoot took place at an unidentified railway station or an airport (Fig. 3) 
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spectator I have never seen so much and so thoroughly from up close. I was never part of the stage action. After all, Hueckel, together with the actors, circulates there where I will never be-in the centre of events. 33 Nowicki notes that Hueckel very often uses closeups. She shows details which theatre spectators cannot see and interpret. She directs the viewer's attention to the background or to those elements which initially might seem insignificant.
CONCLUSION
Kornecki's and Hueckel's works exemplify various counterfactual strategies used by theatre photographers. Kornecki explores the potential of changing perspectives, often destabilizing the point of view of the recipient. Hueckel, in her photo-book, employs a montage strategy. These two photographers, through their creative strategies, produce different effects whose common denominator is their counterfactual function. Their pictures, already in circulation, do not represent theatre but, rather, provide an opportunity to reassess the performances which they present.
The examples which I analysed prove that it is justified to speak about counterfactuality of images, which can verify or question ephemeral, time-bound performances. Perhaps this approach provides an answer to a long-standing debate about the possible role of theatre photography and overcome the binary division between artistic and documentary functions that it purportedly should fit. Kornecki's and Hueckel's photographs exemplify counterfactuality which stems from performative indexicality as defined by Margaret Olin. Such counterfactual photographs, although different fromnarrative forms of counterfactuality, have the potential to displace and verify other cultural texts and phenomena.
My aim was to capture new forms of theatre photography, which acquires a counterfactual function, critically verifying the dominant view of performances. Theatre and performance, because of their temporal character, have limited existence and impact. Therefore, to enter historical narratives, they require various forms of registration, which, however, cannot render a performance in a faithful way. Theatre photography should thus be treated as a form of creative transformation which produces new meanings, often quite different from the meanings of the original performance. In this respect, theatre photography remains in a counterfactual relationship to the performative event.
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TEATRO FOTOGRAFIJA KAIP ESTETINĖS REALYBĖS KONTR(A)FAKTINĖ REPREZENTACIJA Santrauka
Šiuo straipsniu siekiama gilintis į kontr(a)faktiškumo * koncepciją, kuri dažnai siejama su naratyvinėmis formomis, vizualios kultūros analizėmis, tarp jų ir teatro fotografija. Šio tyrimo objektas -lenkų fotografų darbai, kuriais menininkai iš naujo formuoja kontr(a)faktinės fotografijos formą ir funkcijas. Teatro istorikai teatro fotografiją dažnai klasifikuodavo kaip pirminę teatro dokumentacijos formą. Taigi teatro fotografija buvo suvokiama ne kaip savarankiška akademinė disciplina, bet kaip teatro studijų priemonė. Priešingai tokiam požiūriui, šiame straipsnyje * Tai, kas prieštaringa, netapatu tikrovei ir jos realybei, tačiau veikiama santykyje su ja.
